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Author's response to reviews:

[Response to editor’s requests]

I read reviewer’s reports. They did not have any other comments. Therefore, I revised the manuscript according to editor’s comments only.

1) We need the full name of the institutional review board that approved the study
   Reply : We described full name of the IRB in Method section.

2) A statement indicating informed consent from the patients who participated.
   Reply : We also stated about informed consent from patients in Method section.

3) Removal of the proof reading certificate from additional files
   Reply : We removed the proof reading certificate from additional files as your comment.

4) The first sentence of the abstract appears to have a word missing between relationship and central (‘We examined the relationship ...... central blood pressure’) - would that word be 'between’?"
   Reply : Thank you for your kind comment. We’re sorry for the mistake. We inserted ‘between’ word.

Thank you very much. I hope it answered all your comments.